What are "Electronic Platform" courses?
A professor presents the lecture in a TV production classroom and the lecture is video recorded.
After the lecture is finished, the video of the lecture is broadcast on the internet via web
streaming. Students can then watch these lectures on their home computers or at any of the
numerous computer labs on campus.
What does "electronic platform" mean for you?
Electronic platform is a great and convenient method for learning. Students have the opportunity
to see the class taught by the professor in the "live section" and can then watch it on the
internet three weeks later, when they review for their exams. In addition to the lectures, there
are TA's (Teaching Assistants) available. These TA's are upper level students who have done
very well in the class and have been selected by the instructor to assist other students. We
encourage exchange students to take advantage of the free services provided by the TA's during
their regular office hours.
How can you find the live lecture for electronic platform courses?
Students can find the day, periods, and classroom for electronic platform classes on the
“MyHeavener” web page: http://warrington.ufl.edu/undergraduate/myheavener/videolectures.asp
How are students tested in these classes?
Students will typically have 3 or 4 exams per semester in each class. Generally, these exams are
offered in a multiple-choice format taken in a two-hour time period.
At the University of Florida there are no "re-sits" for exams.
You should be prepared to take each exam at the time it is scheduled and not expect to retake it
if you are unsatisfied with your grade. The professor on an individual basis will handle
emergencies. All academic policies will be explained at the start of the term.

Electronic Platform Course

Skill Sets

MAN 3025: Principles of Management

reading/memorization

MAR 3023: Principles of Marketing

reading/memorization

BUL 4310: The Legal Environment of Business

heavy reading/memorization

QMB 3250: Statistics for Business Decisions

math/statistics

FIN 3403:

reading/math

Business Finance

GEB 3373: International Business

reading/memorization

ENT 3003: Principles of Entrepreneurship

reading/memorization

ECO 2013: Principles of Macroeconomics

reading/math

ECO 2023: Principles of Microeconomics

reading/math

ACG 2021: Intro to Financial Accounting

reading/math

ACG 2071: Intro to Managerial Accounting

reading/math

REE 3043:

Reading/memorization

Real Estate Analysis

